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💰Foreign💰 
 
Pompeo instantly declares Trump Adm blames Iran for
incident—NOT intel. 
 
Sarah Sanders leaving WH #ByeFelicia 
 
U.S. military intel steps up accusation against RUover
nuclear testing 
 
Trump Urged to Fire Kellyanne Conway for her repeated
flagrant Hatch Act Violations

0:00

💰Foreign2💰 

 

FEC Chairwoman reminds candidates not to accept help from foreign gov’t 

 

The UK has signed an extradition request for WikiLeaks founder J-Ass, who faces

charges in the US under the Espionage Act. 

 

Every sycophantic member of TeamTrump Is Now Enabling Treason
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💰Foreign3💰 

 

Pelosi: 

 

“What is it about Mitch Mcconnell and the Rep’ns in Congress that they do not want

to respond to what’s so popular across the board in our country?  

 

What is it about the Rep’ns in Congress? 

 

How much more can they bear of the Trump’s unethical behavior?
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💰Foreign4💰 

 

Pelosi: 

 

“[How can] they think they’re honoring their oath of office? 

 

I believe these are all connected. 

 

I think it’s all about money.  

 

Connect the dots in all of this.  

 

It’s all about money.” 

 

Pelosi is right: 

 

#RNC #NRA #RUmob #TOC #Bribes #Graft #Grift💰💦

💰Foreign5💰 

 

Pelosi: 

 

“Look at what the president is doing in terms of Saudi Arabia & the sale of nuclear

technology as well as planes to Saudi. 

 

Follow the money. 💰💦 

 

Who benefits from that?
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Who benefits from that? 

 

Declare a national emergency so he can by-pass congress in terms of those sales.”

0:00

💰Foreign6💰 

 

Pelosi: 

 

“Trump by-passed the law in terms of transferring of nuclear technology to a country.

 

Follow the money.” 

 

📌Pelosi just tied Mitch McConnell to Trump & Russia 

 

Connect the dots & follow the money💰💦 

 

The House Intel Committee has subpoenaed GATES & FLYNN

💰Foreign7💰 

 

Experts: Spy used AI-generated face to connect with targets 
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Barr DOJ. Seeks to Question CIA in Its Own Russia Inv’n 

 

They are focused partly on the intel agencies’ most explosive conclusion about the

2016 elex: that Putin intervened to benefit Donald J. Trump.

💰Foreign8💰 

 

The Census: Another Brick in Trump’s White House Wall 

 

The president is using executive privilege to conceal information the public needs to

know. 

 

Sara Netanyahu pleads guilty in illegal meals case as corruption probes loom over

husband

💰Foreign8💰 

 

Facebook’s New Cryptocurrency Gets Big Backers 
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Financial firms and e-commerce will invest around $10M each to govern digital coin 

 

Flint water prosecutors dismiss all charges, plan to start over after new deeper &

wider inv’n built on a firmer foundation than b/4.

0:00

💰Foreign9💰 

 

Free In Kuwait: Russian Prisoner Marsha Lazareva Released After 470 Days In Jail 

 

Neil Bush, Cherie Blair & Tatyana Yumasheva, have all been working to secure the

release of fund mgr Lazareva. 

 

Telegram Traces Massive Cyber Attack to China During Hong Kong Protests
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💰Foreign10💰 

 

Telegram Messaging service swamped by ‘garbage requests,’ 

 

Intrusions happened during demonstrations sourced to Chinese addresses 

 

CHANGE YOUR AVI: 

 

Tomorrow 6/14 is John McCain Day & Trump’s Birthday.  

 

Let’s honor John McCain Day & turn the orange mobster green.

💰Foreign11💰 

 

Margaret Hunter, wife of GOP Rep Duncan Hunter, pleaded guilty in court today to

the first count in the indictment against her, which was conspiring with her husband

to “knowingly and willingly convert campaign funds for personal use 

#Grifters
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💰Foreign12💰 

 

VoteLeave’s Boris Johnson wins 1st ballot by MPs-114 votes 

 

VoteLeave was found guilty of breaking elex law 

 

GOP Blackburn blocked an effort by DEM Warner to pass a bill via unanimous

consent requiring campaigns to report any offers of foreign assistance to the FBI

💰Foreign13💰 

 

Trump’s company sells a Beverly Hills mansion to firm linked to Hary Tanoesoedibjo,

an Indonesian billionaire 

 

He is Trump’s biz partner on 2 projects in Indonesia — a resort on the island of Bali &

a golf course and resort in the forests of West Java. 💰💦 CH + SA
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💰Foreign14💰 

 

‘The migration problem is a coffee problem’ 

 

In western Guatemala, cultivating coffee was once a way out of poverty. 

 

As prices fall, growers are abandoning their farms for the US. 

 

Tankers targeted near Strait of Hormuz amid Iran-US tensions 

#Distraction

💰Foreign15💰 

 

Benghazi suspect found guilty of material support in 2012 attack on US mission 

 

The jury is still deliberating remaining charges, which include murder counts.  

 

Suspected NZ mosque gunman facing country’s anti-terrorism law pled not guilty.
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💰Foreign16💰 

 

📌Crude prices rebound from 5-month low as tanker attack fuels fears over key oil

artery  

 

RU Police Arrest Hundreds at Protest, Including Navalny, After Reporter’s Release 

 

IRS Agent Who Took Down ‘Silk Road’ Turns His Attention To Recreational Bitcoin

Investors

📌Nancy Pelosi Just Tied Mitch McConnell To Trump and Russia 

 

Connect the dots and follow the money.

Nancy Pelosi Just Tied Mitch McConnell To Trump and Russia
Speaker Nancy Pelosi tied Mitch McConnell to Trump, Russia, and Saudi Arabia as
she told journalists to follow the money. Pelosi Ties Mitch McConnell To Trump and
Russia Speaker Pelosi said dur…

https://www.politicususa.com/2019/06/13/pelosi-mcconnell-trump-russia.html
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U.S. military intelligence steps up accusation against Russia over nuclear testing 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/us-military-intelligence-steps-…

Justice Dept. Seeks to Question C.I.A. in Its Own Russia Investigation  

 

They are focused partly on the intelligence agencies’ most explosive conclusion about

the 2016 election: that President Putin of Russia intervened to benefit Donald J.

Trump.

Justice Dept. Seeks to Question C.I.A. in Its Own Russia Investigation
The interview plans suggest a focus in part on the intelligence agencies’ conclusion
that President Vladimir V. Putin of Russia intervened in 2016 on behalf of the
Trump campaign.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/12/us/politics/russia-investigation-cia.html

The United Kingdom has signed an extradition request for WikiLeaks founder Julian

Assange, who faces charges in the US under the Espionage Act.

UK signs Julian Assange's US extradition papers
The United Kingdom has signed an extradition request for WikiLeaks founder
Julian Assange, who faces charges in the US under the Espionage Act.

https://edition.cnn.com/2019/06/13/uk/julian-assange-extradition-order-us-gbr-intl/index…

Free In Kuwait: Russian Prisoner Marsha Lazareva Released After 470 Days In Jail 

 

Neil Bush Cherie Blair & Tatyana Yumasheva have all been working to secure the
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Neil Bush, Cherie Blair & Tatyana Yumasheva, have all been working to secure the

release of fund manager Lazareva.

Free In Kuwait: Russian Prisoner Marsha Lazareva Released After 470 …
Marsha Lazareva, the businesswoman who has been locked in a Kuwaiti prison for
470 days after being convicted of embezzlement, has been released on bail after
the intervention of an unnamed Kuwaiti d…

https://www.forbes.com/sites/andrewcave/2019/06/12/free-in-kuwait-russian-prisoner-…

WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange a step closer to US extradition after Britain

receives request—order certified, next step court.  

 

H/T @mopeng

British Home Secretary receives extradition request for Julian Assange
British Home Secretary Sajid Javid receives an extradition request to send
WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange to the United States, where he is expected to
face charges that he conspired to hack govern…

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-06-13/julian-assange-british-home-secretary-signs-…

🌶SpicyFiles🌶 

 

Trump & the Trump-GOP - go f*ck yourselves 

 

This. 

Is. 

Not. 

Normal. 

The Trump-GOP Silence is telling
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Trump & the Trump-GOP - go fuck yourselves
  This. Is. Not. Normal. The Trump-GOP Silence is telling      Listen here you
intractable ignoramus. You are a treasonous piece of shit. You have brought shame
and disgust to our Country. You are a …

https://maddogpac.com/blogs/spicy-files/dear-donald-go-fuck-yourself

Sen. Marsha Blackburn (R-Tenn.) blocked an effort by Sen. Mark Warner (D-Va.) to

pass a bill via unanimous consent requiring campaigns to report any offers of foreign

assistance to the FBI.

Republican blocks bill requiring campaigns to alert FBI to foreign offer…
"These reporting requirements are overbroad," Sen. Marsha Blackburn said.

https://www.axios.com/marsha-blackburn-foreign-offers-assistance-campaigns-fab324f…

Benghazi suspect found guilty of material support in 2012 attack on US mission

Benghazi suspect found guilty of material support in 2012 attack on U…
Mustafa al-Imam, a suspect in the 2012 Benghazi attacks, has been found guilty by
a federal jury on two counts -- conspiracy to provide material support and
resources to terrorists and maliciously de…

https://www.cnn.com/2019/06/13/politics/benghazi-suspect-guilty-2012-attack/index.html

Facebook’s New Cryptocurrency Gets Big Backers 

 

Financial firms and e-commerce companies will invest around $10 million each in

consortium that will govern digital coin
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Facebook’s New Cryptocurrency, Libra, Gets Big Backers
Facebook has signed up more than a dozen companies including Visa, Mastercard,
PayPal and Uber to back the new cryptocurrency that the social-media giant plans
to unveil next week.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/facebooks-new-cryptocurrency-gets-big-backers-1156046…

Flint water prosecutors dismiss all charges, plan to start over after new deeper &

wider investigation built on a firmer foundation than the original.

Flint water prosecutors dismiss all charges, plan to start over after ne…
All charges are being dropped against eight defendants, including former Michigan
Department of Health and Human Services Director Nick Lyon.

https://www.abc12.com/content/news/Flint-water-prosecutors-dismiss-all-cases-plan-to…

‼ CHANGE YOUR AVI‼  

 

Tomorrow June 14, 2019 is John McCain Day & Trump’s Birthday.  

 

Let’s honor John McCain Day & turn the orange mobster green.
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SoporificCRNA
@SoporificANES

Replying to @KristineCummins

10 12:17 AM - Jun 14, 2019

See SoporificCRNA 's other Tweets

Trump’s company sells a Beverly Hills mansion to firm linked to Hary Tanoesoedibjo,

an Indonesian billionaire 

 

He is Trump’s biz partner on 2 projects in Indonesia — a resort on the island of Bali &

a golf course and resort in the forests of West Java.

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trumps-company-sells-california-mansion-to-fi…

Trump’s Indonesia, China & Saudi biz deals intersect via Tanoesoedibjo 

 

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Replying to @karolcummins

Meet The Donald Trump Of Indonesia: Another Billionaire Who 
Wants To Be President: Hary Tanoesoedibjo, Chairman of MNC 
Corpforbes.com/sites/abrambro…

17 12:16 AM - Jun 14, 2019

See Karol Cummins's other Tweets

Meet The Donald Trump Of Indonesia: Another Billionaire Who…
Hary Tanoesoedibjo shares more than luxury resorts with the 45th
President. The Indonesian billionaire has turned himself into a full-
forbes.com
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The Census: Another Brick in Trump’s White House Wall 

 

The president is using executive privilege to conceal information the public needs to

know.

Opinion | The Census: Another Brick in Trump’s White House Wall
The president is using executive privilege to conceal information the public needs
to know.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/12/opinion/trump-census-contempt.html

WATCH: Donald Trump says he’d ‘take’ oppo research from a foreign power 

'There’s nothing wrong with listening’ 

(Transcript) 

WATCH: Donald Trump says he’d 'take’ oppo research from a foreign p…
‘When somebody comes up with oppo research, right — “Oh, let's call the FBI” —
the FBI doesn't have enough agents to take care of it’

https://spectator.us/donald-trump-take-oppo-research/

‼ Rep Duncan Hunter’s wife’s plea deal: 

WaterBluSky
@MsMariaT

FROM 8/18: DOJ: "Rep. Duncan D. Hunter and Wife Indicted for 
Converting Hundreds of Thousands of Dollars in Campaign 
Funds and Falsifying Campaign Finance 
Records"justice.gov/usao-sdca/pr/r…

210 8:01 PM - Jun 13, 2019

Rep. Duncan D. Hunter and Wife Indicted for…
justice.gov
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172 people are talking about this

The Internal Revenue Service has a message it wants to get out to recreational bitcoin

investors who think they can dodge taxes on their cryptocurrency gains — it knows

what’s going on, and people won’t be able to get away with it for long.

IRS Agent Who Took Down ‘Silk Road’ Turns His Attention To Recreati…
The IRS wants bitcoin investors who dodge taxes to know it knows what’s going
on, and people won’t be able to get away with it for long.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/hanktucker/2019/06/13/irs-agent-who-took-down-silk-roa…

Sara Netanyahu pleads guilty in illegal meals case as corruption probes loom over

husband

Sara Netanyahu pleads guilty in illegal meals case as corruption probe…
Sara Netanyahu, the wife of Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, agreed to
a plea deal on Wednesday morning in a case concerning illegally ordered meals at
the Prime Minister's residence, accor…

https://www.cnn.com/2019/06/12/middleeast/sara-netanyahu-plea-deal-israel-meals-int…

Trump-George Stephanopoulos Interview on Foreign ‘Dirt’: Every Member of Team

Trump Is Now Enabling Treason 

 

By Rick Wilson 
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Every Member of Team Trump Is Now Enabling Treason
On Wednesday, Trump confirmed he treats his oath to serve the United States
faithfully with the same contempt he’s given to his wedding vows and business
contracts.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/every-member-of-team-trump-is-now-enabling-treason

🌶SpicyFiles🌶 

 

OSC Conway should be removed from her position forthwith 

 

OSC - Conway should be fired, unlikely Trump will do so 

 

Office of Special Counsel: 

 

“Ms. Conway’s Hatch Act violations are 

 

egregious, 

 

notorious, 

 

and ongoing” 

OSC Conway should be removed from her position forthwith
     OSC - Conway should be fired, unlikely Trump will do so    Office of Special
Counsel:   “Ms. Conway’s Hatch Act violations are   egregious,   notorious,   and
ongoing”      The OSC sent their …

https://maddogpac.com/blogs/spicy-files/osc-conway-should-be-removed-from-her-pos…

Note, 🌻’s assessment is based on that of the Trump Adm (besties with RU & SA) and

NOT The intelligence community.  

 

#Who benefits if oil prices rise or if there is a conflict?  

 

#FollowTheMoney💰💰💰 
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Secretary Pompeo
@SecPompeo

It is the assessment of the U.S. government that Iran is 
responsible for today's attacks in the Gulf of Oman. These 
attacks are a threat to international peace and security, a blatant 
assault on the freedom of navigation, and an unacceptable 
escalation of tension by Iran.

14.1K 6:27 PM - Jun 13, 2019

19K people are talking about this

Boris Johnson wins first ballot by MPs, getting 114 votes 

 

Jeremy Hunt comes second, followed by Michael Gove, Dominic Raab, Sajid Javid,

Matt Hancock and Rory Stewart 

 

The seven remaining candidates go through to more votes next week 

As it happened: Tory leadership vote
All the updates on the ballot, as three candidates were eliminated and seven got
through to next round.

https://www.bbc.com/news/live/uk-politics-48579887

Telegram Traces Massive Cyber Attack to China During Hong Kong Protests 

 

Messaging service swamped by ‘garbage requests,’ Telegram says 

 

Intrusions during demonstrations sourced to Chinese addresses 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-06-13/telegram-traces-cyber-

attack-to-china-amid-hong-kong-protests

Crude prices rebound from five-month low as tanker attack fuels fears over key oil

artery  
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Crude prices rebound from five-month low as tanker attack fuels fears …
Oil prices bounced back from a five-month low after a suspected attack on two
tankers in the Sea of Oman fuelled fears that the industry could be caught up in
escalating geopolitical tensions in the …

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2019/06/13/markets-latest-news-pound-euro-ftse…

‘The migration problem is a coffee problem’ 

 

In western Guatemala, cultivating coffee was once a way out of poverty. As prices fall,

growers are abandoning their farms for the United States.

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2019/06/11/falling-coffee-prices-drive-guatemal…

Tankers targeted near Strait of Hormuz amid Iran-US tensions

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/tankers-targeted-near-strait-of-hormuz-

amid-iran-us-tensions/ar-AACOE2E

Why the suspected attacks on oil tankers in the Gulf of Oman could provoke a full-

blown conflict 

 

It was not immediately clear who was responsible for the suspected attacks.

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2019/06/13/why-suspected-attacks-oil-tankers-…

Experts: Spy used AI-generated face to connect with targets 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/experts-spy-used-ai-generated-face-

to-connect-with-targets/ar-AACN4va

‼ Yes!!‼  

 

Now pretty please, 
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Dan Linden
@DanLinden

U.S. Office of Special Counsel finds Kellyanne Conway 
repeatedly violated the Hatch Act: "Given that Ms. Conway is a 
repeat offender and has shown disregard for the law, OSC 
recommends that she be removed from federal service.” 
abcnews.com/politics

1,696 3:54 PM - Jun 13, 2019

1,042 people are talking about this

In a report to Trump, the agency called Ms. Conway a “repeat offender” of the Hatch

Act, which bars federal employees from engaging in campaign politics at work, and

said her flagrant defiance of the law justified her dismissal from her White House

post.

.

Trump Is Urged to Fire Kellyanne Conway for Hatch Act Violations
The agency that enforces federal law barring partisan politics in the government
called Ms. Conway a “repeat offender” and recommended she be dismissed.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/13/us/politics/kellyanne-conway-hatch-act.html

Russian Police Arrest Hundreds at Protest, Including Navalny, After Reporter’s

Release 

Russian Police Arrest Hundreds at Protest, Including Navalny, After Re…
Riot police dragged demonstrators from the crowd and arrested news
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photographers and reporters at a protest called to support the journalist Ivan
Golunov, who had been detained and abruptly freed.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/12/world/europe/russia-protest-arrests-navalny.html

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

 

Summer Brennan 
@summerbrennan

The Musée d'Orsay said that today they are going to reveal the 
identity of the black model in Manet's Olympia. I'm very curious 
to find out if my guesses have been right!

130 10:48 AM - Jun 13, 2019

39 people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

This World War II Hero’s Art Said What Words Couldn’t 

This World War II Hero’s Art Said What Words Couldn’t
The aristocrat-turned-commando Guy de Montlaur was a hero of the French
liberation. His paintings of D-Day depict scenes that haunted him his entire life.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/12/magazine/world-war-ii-d-day-artist.html

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 
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The Ice Age
@Jamie_Woodward_

An ice age Picasso! 15,000 years ago, with great skill, a 
prehistoric artist sketched this handsome bison on the muddy 
floor of Niaux Cave in southwest France. Image from The 
Wendel Collection #IceAgeArt

427 7:37 PM - Jun 13, 2019

130 people are talking about this

🏵Excellent Thread🏵 

Dirk Schwenk
@DirkSchwenk

Contrarian Dirk talks Voting Machines; Dark Dirk hates 
everything and everyone.  A thread.

76 4:22 AM - Jun 13, 2019

34 people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

Jzikah
@jzikah

Replying to @jzikah @karolcummins

Here’s my first Nancy in shades & power orange coat. She 
knows Donald is fading fast. #DementedDon #BossNancy

17 1:51 AM - Jun 14, 2019

See Jzikah's other Tweets

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 
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WMUR TV
@WMUR9

 Whoa! A bald eagle was spotted swimming to shore in 
Wolfeboro. Amazing! bit.ly/2R4n4h7  
 

: Tyler Blake / u local (upload here: wmur.com/upload)
6,457 9:01 PM - Jun 10, 2019

2,995 people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

 

This man scours thrift stores and basements for wheelchairs and crutches. Then he

gives them to the needy. 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/2019/06/12/this-man-scours-thrift-stores-bas…

💜#Fauvism💜 

 

Time for some #PAM!!  
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#PAM #PAMFAM #Fauvism 
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Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

#Fauvism  
 
Fauvism is characterized as an exuberant style of painting which 
flourished in France for a brief time.  (1905 - 1908) 
 
Henri Matisse - The Dance II  
 

#PAM #PAMFTW #Fauvism
96 4:49 PM - Apr 15, 2018

40 people are talking about this

🌳Breathe🌳 

 

Today was surreal. All I can say is I hope the dam breaks soon... 

 

I don’t know how much more cray our psyches can take as we witness our Democracy

crumble & slide into lawless tyranny. 

 

I trust hero’s have this and indictments will fall. #GOP #RICO 

 

Hurry please.

0:00

Huge shout out to #TeamNutShellReport #TeamPatriot TY! @pleasesaveour

@kim585 @mikes_booh @SuzanneWinland @McSercy @anathymadevice @starree

@smp0312 @BelievnTheDream @geekgirlden @leesgirl9 @Texdj123 @tbrennan666

@modernhomesla @tammy_sager @MauiMeow00 @OStellaStella @Pinche_Pi
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@threadreaderapp unroll please and TY!  

 

#NutShellReport 

#ThePatriotTimes 

 

Apologies in advance if I don’t respond to your reply- my notifications clog & don’t

load. DM me or @ me again to get my attn if important. Thank you. 

 

June 13, 2019 

 

Rest well #TeamPatriot #USVIA
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